
                CLUB BIG FISH RULES   
 

1:Time period for the contest runs from January, 1 to December 31. 

2: Eligible species for big fish are, Salmon, Steelhead, Brown Trout and 

Lake Trout. 

3:   Fish may be caught any were on lake Michigan or its tributary’s. 

4: Either the angler or in the case of a boat the Captain of the Boat must be a 

Holland Steelheader to weigh in a fish.      

5: No charters will be allowed to weigh a fish unless they join the Holland 

Steelheaders. Charter captains that are  “fun” fishing and not fishing for hire 

may weigh in fish. 

 6:To weigh in fish you may take it to a tackle shop have it weighed on a 

certified scale and a paper slip filled out and sent to the Holland Steelheaders   

show a weigh slip from any official tournament on lake Michigan, or take a 

digital picture of the whole fish showing the side of the fish for identification 

prepossess and the scales numbers, The pictures must be clear enough for us 

to zoom in to see the weight on the scale. We will not accept any fish 

weighed while on the lake in the boat they must be weighed on shore .  It 

is at our discretion to approve or disqualify any photo that does not meet 

these criteria. Email the pictures to jimmyvb@hollandsteelheaders.org.       

7:You may win only once in each category if you weigh in a fish but catch a 

bigger one later in the season your smaller one will be dropped from the list.      

 8: We pay out Three places per species $100,$50,$25 and do so at our 

February Dinner Banquet you do not need to be there to win , you will be 

contacted by a Board member . 
 

Below is an example of the kind of picture we require for submission via 

email. 

 

Must see the numbers on scale  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Must see entire fish‘s Side   

 

 

 

 

 

Send paper slips to Holland Steelheaders 12786 polk street Holland Mi. 

49424 

 


